MAGNUSON-STEVENS ACT REAUTHORIZATION
Navigating Toward Healthier Oceans and
More Productive Fisheries

S UPP O RT I N G AN D ST RE N G T H E N IN G
OU R F I SH I N G CO M M U N I T I E S A N D
W OR K I N G WAT E R F RO N T S
Alaskan coastal community
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THE ISSUE
Coastal fishing communities and working waterfronts are intricately linked to
the marine ecosystem on which they rely, and thus play a critical role in fisheries
management. They support a suite of community-based fishing related activities
(i.e., commercial, recreational, and subsistence) and sustain the intergenerational
fishing culture that forms the economic and social fabric of the coastal United
States. These fishing activities support industries and infrastructure, chefs, eateries,
seafood retailers, tackle shops, educational institutions such as aquaria and research
laboratories, as well as generate an economic multiplier effect when revenue stays
within a community.
The Network advocates for transparent policy that promotes and prioritizes both
healthy fish populations and community-based fishing interests, with sustained
access to provide a reliable supply of locally important seafood, to maintain the
myriad of interdependent businesses supported by the various interests, and to
create rewarding recreational experiences.
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For recreational fishing, access and catchability are key to the sports experience.
Likewise, community-based fishermen need abundant fish populations to ensure
their industry thrives for generations to come. Fishermen of all types recognize that
healthy fish stocks require effective management of how many and what types of fish
are taken from the water.
Managers have a wide range of approaches to choose from when determining how
best to manage a fishery. However, fishing access — or the ability of fishermen to
harvest fish — is highly susceptible to management regimes that forgo community
participation. This oversight has left many historically vibrant working waterfronts
vacant and obsolete.

Community-based fishermen, commercial or recreational,
are often difficult to define. Community-based fishermen,
however, all have a few things in common — a sense
of place, a core identity, a belief in maintaining their
communities, and a drive to improve their fishery for those
around them and for the future generations. To the extent
that MSA can embrace and protect these fishermen, their
fisheries and communities, it should.

THE NETWORK’S POSITION
MSA reauthorization must first and foremost focus on
measures to sustain and increase the abundance of our
nation’s fisheries. In addition, MSA should require regional
fishery management councils to prioritize the health and
sustainability of coastal communities and their fishing
sectors when managing regional fisheries. This should
be done by designing and implementing policies scaled
to the needs of the community-based fishermen in their
council regions.

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S A N D AC T I O N S
F O R R E AU T H O R I Z AT I O N
Congress has recognized the importance of a range
of community-based fishing interests — commercial,
recreational, and subsistence — and fishery dependent
communities in National Standard 8 (NS 8), in the Limited
Access Privilege Program (LAPP) provisions, and in MSA
Section 303(a)(9). Second only to retaining and achieving
its conservation mandates, MSA reauthorization should
refine and strengthen NS 8 to provide for the sustained
participation of and protections for community-based
fishermen and fishery dependent communities by:

• Anchoring some percentage of Limited Access Privilege

within a community association that meets criteria defined
by the appropriate fisheries council.
– The revised law should require that councils
explicitly consider community allocations during
the development of any new LAPP. For new
LAPPs, councils should be required to establish
criteria for 303A “Fishing Communities” (FCs) and
“Regional Fishery Associations” (RFAs) to hold
quota at the community level to ensure access and
sustained participation.

• Strengthening and refining National Standard 8 to ensure
and enhance sustained participation by communitybased fishermen.
– NS 8 should be strengthened to include clear
measures that will minimize adverse economic
impacts while achieving conservation goals, and
secure sustainable participation in fisheries.

• Modifying the penalty for noncompliance with community
sustainability plans.
– Under the current MSA, the Secretary of Commerce
must deny or revoke LAPPs granted under this
section to any person who fails to comply with the
requirements of the fishing community sustainability
plan (303A(c)(3)(ii)) or the RFA plan (303A(c)
(4)(B)). While it is both reasonable and desirable
to enforce those plans, revocation of a LAPP is
unreasonably harsh and a strong disincentive for
any LAPP holder to participate. As such, the revised
law should clarify that the Secretary “may” deny or
revoke, and that suspension time and reallocation
of privileges shall meet a set of criteria developed by
the relevant council, approved by the Secretary and
published in the Federal Register.

• Amending Section 303(a)(9) to require a fishing

community plan.
– In addition, this provision must detail how commercial
fishing businesses and recreational fishing interests
will be accommodated and what strategies will be
implemented to provide for the sustained participation
of fishing communities.

• Providing entry-level opportunities for community-

based fishermen.
– Develop and implement MSA language that
advances permit banks and fishery trusts to sustain
fishing access for community-based fishermen.
– Define “community-based fishermen” as: Those
commercial fishermen who live and/or work within
fishery dependent communities of this Nation, and
whose catch is delivered into these communities for
processing and/or marketing, and those recreational
fishermen and businesses who reside in and rely upon
coastal communities for infrastructure support and
access for their sports experience.

For more information, please visit: www.conservefish.org/coastal-communities/
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